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Abstract
Electronic Nose based ENT bacteria identification in hospital environment is a classical and
challenging problem of classification. In this paper an electronic nose (e-nose), comprising a hybrid
array of 12 tin oxide sensors (SnO2) and 6 conducting polymer sensors has been used to identify
three species of bacteria, Escherichia coli (E. coli), Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) responsible for ear nose and throat (ENT) infections when collected as
swab sample from infected patients and kept in ISO agar solution in the hospital environment. In
the next stage a sub-classification technique has been developed for the classification of two
different species of S. aureus, namely Methicillin-Resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and Methicillin
Susceptible S. aureus (MSSA). An innovative Intelligent Bayes Classifier (IBC) based on "Baye's
theorem" and "maximum probability rule" was developed and investigated for these three main
groups of ENT bacteria. Along with the IBC three other supervised classifiers (namely, Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP), Probabilistic neural network (PNN), and Radial Basis Function Network
(RBFN)) were used to classify the three main bacteria classes. A comparative evaluation of the
classifiers was conducted for this application. IBC outperformed MLP, PNN and RBFN. The best
results suggest that we are able to identify and classify three bacteria main classes with up to 100%
accuracy rate using IBC. We have also achieved 100% classification accuracy for the classification
of MRSA and MSSA samples with IBC. We can conclude that this study proves that IBC based e-
nose can provide very strong and rapid solution for the identification of ENT infections in hospital
environment.

1. Background
An electronic nose (e-nose) is an instrument that has been
developed as a simplified "electronic" model of the
human olfactory system. To humans, the sensation of fla-
vour is due to three main chemoreceptor systems. These
are gustation (sense of taste by tongue), olfaction (sense
of smell by nose) and trigeminal (sense of irritation of
trigeminal receptors). The sense of taste is used to detect
certain non-volatile chemicals, which enter the mouth

while the sense of smell is used to detect certain volatile
compounds. Receptors for the trigeminal sense are located
in the mucous membranes and in the skin, they respond
to certain volatile chemicals and it is thought to be espe-
cially important in the detection of irritants and chemi-
cally reactive species. In the perception of flavour all three
chemoreceptor systems are involved but olfaction plays
by far the greatest role. An electronic nose (e-nose) is an
instrument that is designed to detect and discriminate dif-
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ferent complex odours using a sensor array. The sensor
array consists of broadly tuned (non-specific) sensors that
are treated with a variety of odour-sensitive chemical
materials [1,2].

An odour stimulus generates a characteristic fingerprint
(or smell-print) from the sensor array. Patterns, or finger-
prints, from known odours are then used to construct a
database and train a pattern recognition system so that
unknown odours can subsequently be classified, i.e. iden-
tified. Thus, e-noses comprise of mechanical components
to collect and transport odours to the sensor array as well
as electronic circuitry to digitize and store the sensor
responses for signal processing.

Gardner and Bartlett defined an electronic nose as "An
instrument, which comprises an array of electronic chem-
ical sensors with partial specificity and an appropriate pat-
tern recognition system, capable of recognizing simple or
complex odours". The EN system is designed for auto-
mated detection and classification of odours, vapours,
and gases. It can also perform simple odour discrimina-
tion and provide measurement of odour intensity. The
two main components of an e-nose are the sensing system
and the automated pattern recognition system [3,4].

SAW (surface acoustic wave) and QMB (quartz micro bal-
ances piezo crystals) both utilize common GC stationary
phases to absorb odorant molecules. Both suffer from a
lack of sensitivity. CP (conducting polymers) can be very
specific but are very sensitive to moisture, which makes
them difficult to use in food and beverage analysis. MOS
(metal oxide sensors) are the most sensitive and stable of
the sensor technologies applied. They have emerged as the
bench mark of stable reproducible instruments.

In this paper we describe the use of a hybrid sensors based
e-nose [5] for illness diagnosis. The system consists of 12
tin oxide sensors (SnO2) and 6 conducting polymer sen-
sors configured into a hybrid array has been used to iden-
tify three species of bacteria, Escherichia coli (E. coli),
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), and Pseudomonas aer-
uginosa (P. aeruginosa) responsible for ear nose and
throat (ENT) infections when collected as swab sample
from infected patients and kept in ISO agar solution in the
hospital environment. In the next stage a sub-classifica-
tion technique has been developed for the classification of
two different species of S. aureus, namely Methicillin-
Resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and Methicillin Susceptible S.
aureus (MSSA) [1].

2. ENT bacteria for this study
2.1. Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli, usually abbreviated to E. coli, discovered
by Theodor Escherich, a pediatrician and bacteriologist, is

one of the main species of bacteria that live in the lower
intestines of warm-blooded animals, including birds and
mammals. They are necessary for the proper digestion of
food and are part of the intestinal flora. Its presence in
groundwater is a common indicator of fecal contamina-
tion. The name comes from its discoverer, Theodor
Escherich. It belongs among the Enterobacteriaceae, and
is commonly used as a model organism for bacteria in
general. One of the root words of their family's scientific
name, "enteric", refers to the intestine, hence "gastroen-
teritis" (from 'gastro-', stomach, 'entero-' intestine, '-itis',
disease). "Fecal" is the adjective for organisms that live in
feces, so it is often used synonymously with "enteric" [6].

The number of individual E. coli bacteria in the feces that
one human passes in one day averages between 100 bil-
lion and 10 trillion. All the different kinds of fecal coli
bacteria and all the very similar bacteria that live in the
ground (in soil or decaying plants, of which the most
common is Enterobacter aerogenes are grouped together
under the name coliform bacteria. Technically, the "colif-
orm group" is defined to be all the aerobic and facultative
anaerobic, non-spore-forming, Gram-negative, rod-
shaped bacteria that ferment lactose with the production
of gas within 48 hours at 35°C (95°F). In the body, this
gas is released as flatulence).

2.2. Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen
that usually causes problems in humans who have weak-
ened immune systems. This bacterium usually infects the
urinary tract, burns, wounds, and also causes other blood
infections. One in ten hospital acquired infections is from
Pseudomonas. Cystic fibrosis patients are also predis-
posed to P. aeruginosa infection of the lungs. P. aerugi-
nosa is also the typical cause of "hot-tub rash"
(dermatitis), caused by lack of proper, periodic attention
to water cleanliness maintenance procedures. This species
is also known to be an opportunistic pathogen of plants
[6].

2.3. Staphylococcus aureus
Staphylococcus aureus (which is occasionally given the
nickname golden staph) is a bacterium, frequently living
on the skin or in the nose of a healthy person, that can
cause illnesses ranging from minor skin infections (such
as pimples, boils, and cellulitis) and abscesses, to life-
threatening diseases such as pneumonia, meningitis,
endocarditis and septicemia. For example each year some
500,000 patients in American hospitals contract a staphy-
lococcal infection. It is a spherical bacterium [6,7].

Staphylococcus lives as a commensal on the skin and in
the nose of humans and other animals, as well as in the
environment. It can infect other tissues when normal bar-
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riers have broken down (e.g. skin or mucosal lining). This
leads to furuncles (boils) and carbuncles (a collection of
furuncles). In infants Staphylococcus aureus infection can
cause a severe disease SSSS (staphylococcal scalded skin
syndrome).

Staphylococcal infections can be spread through contact
with pus from an infected wound, skin to skin contact
with an infected person, and contact with objects such as
towels, sheets, clothing, or athletic equipment used by an
infected person.

Deep Staphylococcus infections can be very severe. Pros-
thetic joints are particularly at risk, and staphylococcal
endocarditis (infection of the heart valves) and pneumo-
nia may be rapidly fatal [8].

2.4. MRSA and MSSA
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is a
subgroup within a group of organisms known as S.
aureus. MRSA are characterized by their resistance to treat-
ment with commonly used antibiotics, in contrast to the
remainder of the Staphyloccocus aureus group which are
referred to as methicillin-susceptible S. aureus (MSSA).
Both MRSA and MSSA can cause infection but individuals
may also carry the organism without being infected by it.
An individual, who carries the organism, but is not
infected, is said to be a 'carrier' or 'colonized'. At any one
time up to 33% of healthy individuals carry Staphylococ-
cus aureus, including MRSA, predominantly in their noses
and also at other sites. Methicillin Resistant Staphylococ-
cus aureus, MRSA, is regarded as the hospital 'superbug'
by virtue of its ability to spread and cause outbreaks with
a high mortality rate of up to 60%.

Staphylococcus aureus can give rise to infections varying
from mild, e.g. boils and infected cuts, to severe, e.g. infec-
tions of bones, lungs, heart and blood stream. The diffi-
culty in treating MRSA with antibiotics has led to concern
about this particular group of staphylococcal infections.
All strains of Staphyloccocus aureus, including MSSA and
MRSA, are capable of causing hospital-acquired infection
[6,9,10].

Organisms can be passed to patients from contact with
hands or directly from the environment. The latter
includes air, dust, clothing, soft furnishings, surfaces and
equipment.

Some patients are more susceptible to colonization and
infection than others. These include the elderly, patients
with wounds, ulcers or bedsores, catheterized patients,
those who have received antibiotics and those who have
been, or who are, hospitalized or institutionalized.

3. Experiment & data gathering
3.1 Swab samples
Swab samples were collected from the ENT patients who
were suffering from these bacteria infections. The infected
swab sample sniffing experiments were conducted using a
tin oxide sensors based e-nose at the Heartland hospital,
Birmingham, UK. The Heartland hospital, Birmingham,
UK ethic committee approved this study [1,10,11]. With
the assistance of two ENT specialists in Heartlands hospi-
tal swab samples from three types of patients' swab sam-
ples were collected. These three types of samples were as
follows:

• Sample Type 1: Swab samples representing Escherichia
coli. Total no. of real patient swab collected was 120.

• Sample Type 2: Swab samples representing Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa. Total no. of real patient swab col-
lected was 150.

• Sample Type 3: Swab samples representing Methicillin
Resistant S. aureus (MRSA). Total no. of real patient swab
collected was 100.

• Sample Type 4: Swab samples representing Methicillin
Susceptible S. aureus (MSSA). Total no. of real patient
swab collected was 60.

Sample type 3 and 4 were colleted as part of S. aureus data
base. We got 430 swab samples from 430 different
patients which covers all 4 types of bacterial class and
infections. Samples were sniffed following same proce-
dure.

3.2. Test procedure
A strategy to collect the ENT odour samples and sampling
procedure was agreed with the ENT specialists and was
used throughout the data gathering process. Both proto-
col and sampling technology were kept simple to be cost
effective and non-application specific. Swab samples were
collected from the infected areas of the ENT patients' ear,
nose and throat regions from the clinical patients. After
collection, all swab samples were kept in ISO S type agar
solution in typical 15 cm3 vials. This vial size was chosen
so as to generate sufficient headspace from the bacterial
solution for sniffing purposes. All swab samples were kept
in the agar solution in a vial to help the growth of the ENT
bacteria.

Later we used the electronic nose system to sniff all the
samples. We put approximately 3 mg of agar solution of
bacteria in a 10 ml vial. We kept the vial containing bacte-
rial solution for 5 min; it was to generate some headspace
from bacterial solution. E-nose's inlet was inserted into
the vial and headspace was sniffed [1,5,10].
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4. Data representation & feature extraction
4.1 Data representation

Consider an array of n discrete sensors, where each sensor
i produces a time-dependent output signal xij(t) in

response to an odour j. The electrical sensor signal often
depends on several physical parameters (e.g. flow rate,
ambient pressure, temperature and humidity), but the
sensor outputs will reach constant asymptotic values
when presented with a constant input stimulus. It is com-
mon practice to use only the static or steady-state values of
the sensor signals, the response is then defined simply as,
for example, an absolute change in sensor signal. How-
ever, the choice of the response parameter is fundamental
to the subsequent performance of the pattern recognition
technique; the pre-processing technique of the response
vectors should be chosen to help analyse data from a spe-
cific problem. In order to extract relevant key features
from the data in terms of the static change in sensor resist-
ance or conductivity, generally a good choice is using a

fractional difference model: 

where  is the response of the sensor i to the odour

sample j, and  is the corresponding baseline or refer-

ence signal, e.g. in ambient room air prior to the odour
measurement. The response generated by the n-sensor
array to an odour j can then be represented by a time-
dependent vector: X(t) = (x1j (t), x2j (t), K, xij (t), K, xnj (t)).

When the same array is presented to a set of m odours, the
response can be regarded as a set of m vectors, which are

best represented by a response matrix (t):

Each column represents a response vector associated with
a particular odour, whereas the rows are the responses of
an individual sensor to the different odours. As odour sen-
sors do not in general behave independently, an individ-
ual sensor will typically respond to odours but with
varying cross-sensitivity and intensity. As a result, the off-
diagonal terms of R are usually nonzero, and thus, under
these conditions, non-trivial data processing techniques
(i.e. pattern analysis) are required to process the data and
extract knowledge [1-4].

4.2 Feature extraction
There is certainly some distinguishing feature among the
classes, which is unknown to us. So we want to take some

of the known features and explore their capability of clas-
sification.

For each sample we know responses of 18 sensors over
120 seconds. The data from a sensor for each sample is a
time-series data having 120 consecutive values. So we
know xij (t) for t = 1,..,120. We want to get just a scalar

value in place of xij (t) as a representative value. Basically

the feature extraction task extracts an 18 × 1 array from 18
× 120 values. So we want to convert the time dependent

matrix (t) to  which is independent of time. This will
be our knowledge base. By plotting the 120 values of xij (t)

against time we get a graph. This graph approximates the
function which determines the responses of the sensor
over the time.

Figure 1 shows the characteristic feature and shape of the
sensor response curves from our experiments.

There are different feature extraction techniques available
for this type of response curve. The generally used "scalar
feature extraction (xij (t) transforms into a scalar quan-
tity)" techniques are following ones. Let xij (t) be the
measured signal of the i-th sensor of j-th odour. If it is a
steady-state signal, the custom is to choose the feature as
the difference between the steady-state response and the
base-line response. For transient signals, number of fea-
tures is richer. The most popular feature is, again, the dif-
ference between the signal's peak and its baseline. Other
options are to take the area beneath the curve; the area
beneath the curve left of the peak, and the time it takes for
the signal to reach its peak.

One of the commonest "vector feature extraction (xij (t)
transforms into a time independent vector quantity)"
technique is the wavelet analysis of the data available. A
lot of work has been done by Discante et. al [12,13]. They
tried different dictionary of functions to optimize the
number of scalar entities in the extracted feature vector.
But they successfully optimized the number to 5, compro-
mising 10% classification error. In other approaches the
response functions have been modeled with some known
models and their estimated parameters were used as fea-
tures. But in that case also "vector feature extraction"
worked better than "scalar feature extraction" [14].

In historical time, to minimize the complexity and time of
calculation, it has been tried to minimize the no. of
entries in vector of the features. So the optimum case is the
scalar feature. Here we have studied a set of new scalar fea-
tures, not used before. They are skewness and kurtosis (dis-
cussed in appendix) of the data. These features are
excellent discriminator between different types of steady-
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state response curves. In the following Figure 2, we have
some examples of calculated values of skewness and kurto-
sis features. We compared these two newly extracted fea-
tures with four of the well-known scalar features (namely,
difference between signal's peak and its baseline, area
beneath the signal curve, area beneath the signal curve
(left of the peak), required time for the signal to reach the
peak) in the later section of this paper.

These two features are well known in cases of checking
symmetry of the curves. But here they are giving some
measure of the asymmetry of the asymmetric curves. The
patterns of asymmetry judged by them, speaks for the var-
ious things like, peak of the stimulus, rate of the stimulus
going up and falling down or in some cases their time of
action in precise.

In many approaches, more than one feature per signal is
used, working with a subset of the aforementioned fea-
tures. So these two new scalar features can be an addition
to that super set. These features can lead us to a new
exhaustive set of features.

5. Multi-featured knowledge representation
To represent knowledge from the experimental data, gen-
eration of patterns and study of pattern recognition algo-
rithms is necessary. Pattern recognition is defined as the
process of identifying structure in data by comparison to
known structure. Patterns are typically described in terms
of multidimensional data vectors, where each component
is called a feature. The aim of a pattern recognition system
is to associate each pattern with one of the possible pat-
tern classes (or simply classes). Obviously, different pat-
terns should be associated with the same class or with
different classes depending on whether they are character-
ized by similar or dissimilar features, respectively. In the
case of the e-nose, the patterns and the classes are, respec-
tively, the responses of the sensor array to odorants, and
the odorants being considered [15-19].

After the data representation stage the next step is knowl-
edge representation from the pre-processed data.

After individual feature extraction, each sample is being
represented by an 18 × 1 valued array i.e., the data gath-
ered from a sample. If in the problem we have k classes,

Sensor response curves from ENT bacteria sniffing experimentsFigure 1
Sensor response curves from ENT bacteria sniffing experiments.
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then in the knowledge we will have Ng samples from g-th
class when(g = 1,....., k), and sample data will be gathered
from them by the sensors. So after feature extraction g-th
class contains Ng arrays of dimension 18 × 1. This collec-
tion of data is known as knowledge.

In this study we have extracted six different types of fea-
tures from our raw sensory data. So the overall knowledge
representation for these ENT bacteria classification study
was based on six multiple features:

1. Difference between signal's peak and its baseline

2. Area beneath the signal curve

3. Area beneath the signal curve (left of the peak)

4. Required time for the signal to reach the peak

5. Skewness

6. Kurtosis

This multi-featured knowledge base can be used to train
an artificial neural network (ANN) for supervised bacteria
classification or this featured based knowledgebase can be
used to develop a conventional fuzzy rule based system
for unsupervised unknown sample classification.

When a new sample will be examined, we will extract fea-
ture from that in the same manner as the knowledge has
been generated. Then this knowledge will be used to clas-
sify this new unknown data by using following classifica-
tion techniques.

6. The problem being solved
Rapid screening and diagnosis of ENT infection in hospi-
tal environment is a challenging problem to solve. There
is a basic need in all hospitals for novel technique for
rapid bacteria screening. This is required because present
conventional pathological lab based method is,

1. Expensive

2. Lengthy Time consuming Process

Example for calculated Skewness and Kurtosis (discussed in appendix) of the sensory curve as new type of extracted feature for knowledge representationFigure 2
Example for calculated Skewness and Kurtosis (discussed in appendix) of the sensory curve as new type of extracted feature 
for knowledge representation.
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3. More use of infrastructure which increase operating cost

4. Less Care as results are always delayed

Typical time required to get a single bacteria screening
result pathological lab is 24 – 72 hrs. This problem is so
serious that every year NHS spends £1 B just to tackle only
MRSA super bug. But still the overall success rate of proper
diagnosis of ENT infection in hospital environment in
right time is only 65%. So it's an ongoing serious problem
and virtually impossible to solve with the existing method
[1,7,8,25,26]. Researchers have started looking at differ-
ent alternative methods to find a novel rapid screening
and diagnosis of ENT infections for last 5 years. In our pre-
vious research papers we have looked in "Intelligent
Adaptive Sensory Signal Processing (IASSP)" techniques
for solving this persistent problem in hospital environ-
ment. It has been proved from several research papers that
E-nose based on IASSP methods could be a very effective,
novel and rapid solution for screening and diagnosis of
ENT infections.

IASSP is the heart of the gas sensor based 'Electronic Nose'
concept. All intelligence of the E-nose system is in the
IASSP blocks combined with it.

E-nose based on IASSP method takes 5–15 min to give the
result for single bacteria screening, which is,

1. Very Rapid diagnosis

2. Less Expensive

3. Less use of infrastructure and operating cost

4. Better Care

6.1 PCA for data estimation
PCA is a linear supervised method that has been widely
used by various researchers to discriminate the response
of an e-nose to simple and complex odours [20-24]. It is a
multivariate statistical method, based on the Karhunen-
Lowve expansion, used in classification models to pro-
duce classification results for e-nose pattern recognition
techniques. The method consists of expressing the
response vectors rij in terms of linear combinations of
orthogonal vectors, and is sometimes referred to as vector
decomposition. Each orthogonal vector, principal com-
ponent (PC), accounts for a certain amount of variance in
the data with a decreasing degree of importance. The sca-
lar product of the orthogonal vectors with the response
vector gives the value of the pth principal components:

Xp = α1pr1j + α2pr2j + ... + αiprij + ... + αnprnj  (2)

The variance of each PC score, Xp, is maximized under the
constraint that the sum of the coefficients of the orthogo-
nal vectors or eigenvectors αp = (α1p... αjp... αnp) is set to
unity, and the vectors are uncorrelated. Since there is often
a high degree of sensor co-linearity in e-nose data, the
majority of the information held in response space can
often be displayed using a small number of PCs. PCA is in
essence a data reduction technique for correlated data,
such that a n-dimensional problem can be described by a
two or three dimensional plot. It can be applied to high
dimensional data-sets to identify their variation in struc-
ture for discrimination in gas sensor applications.

We have done PC analysis using "area beneath the curve",
"kurtosis" and "skewness" as feature and plotted first
three significant PCA components to estimate characteris-
tics of the data. Feature "area beneath the curve" based
PCA results indicated that the data from different classes
are closely overlapped in some regions and they do have
a reasonable amount of outliers to think about them. See
figure 3 where specifically S. aureus PCA scores are over-
lapped heavily with E. coli PCA scores. Microbiologically
it's true that E. coli and S. aureus strains should have sim-
ilar characteristics (they can live together) and that feature
is also reflected in our initial PCA results. The overlapping
clusters have significant effect on over all classification
and it also increases the rate of misclassifications.

In the next stage of PCA based on features like "kurtosis"
and "skewness" indicate a better picture for us. See figure
4 where specifically S. aureus PCA scores are overlapped
with E. coli PCA scores at some points but not like in fig-
ure 3. We can very easily estimate a probable linear
boundary in between these two clusters for classification.
From this PCA results we can conclude that rate of mis-
classification will much less if we consider "kurtosis" and
"skewness" as principle feature to develop our ENT bacte-
ria knowledgebase. This indicates the effectiveness of the
new feature "kurtosis" and "skewness". It is also impor-
tant to note that in figure 4 percentage of information var-
iation along PC#1 (97.47%) is higher than percentage of
information variation along PC#1 (82.4%) in Figure 3. It
is proved that from this estimation study that features like
"kurtosis" and "skewness" could help to give a much bet-
ter classification rate.

P. aeruginosa cluster is very clear in both of the figures 3
and 4. Although there are some overlapping in figure 3,
but in the figure 4 P. aeruginosa cluster is very clear with
no overlapping.

6.2 PCA for sub-classification of S. aureus strains
Our early work has proved that it is possible to classify
MRSA and MSSA strains on the basis of headspace analy-
sis by using an intelligent conducting polymer sensor
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based e-nose system. Now it is an important challenge to
prove the S. aureus classification is possible from E. coli
and P. aeruginosa, and in the next stage sub-classification
of the original S. aureus data into two sub-clusters for
MRSA and MSSA is also possible.

We have done PC analysis using "kurtosis" and "skew-
ness" as feature and plotted first three significant PCA
components to estimate inner characteristics of the S.
aureus data cluster. Microbiological strain similarity
between E. coli and S. aureus has a significant impact on
the sub-classification of S. aureus strains into MRSA and
MSSA, as some E. coli PC score point are very similar with
some score points of MRSA and MSSA. But apart from
those few point, there was now significant overlapping
between them.

In figure 5 we have 97.6% of the total information varia-
tion along PC#1 for the MRSA-MSSA data using "kurtosis"
and "skewness" as features. This estimation proves that

new feature extraction technique can increase the linearity
of the classification problem and also reduce the non-lin-
earity. Also no overlap between these two clusters indi-
cates that knowledge representation has been significantly
improved by using "kurtosis" and "skewness" as features.
This achievement will help to classify the unknown sam-
ple with high accuracy.

7. Classification methodology
7.1 Artificial Neural Networks approach
The six different bacteria dataset were analyzed using
three supervised ANN classifiers, namely the Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP), Probabilistic Neural network (PNN)
and Radial basis function network (RBF) paradigms [2-
4,27]. Training of the neural networks was performed
with 80% of the whole data set. The remaining 20% of the
whole data were used for testing the neural networks.
These percentages were selected arbitrarily and were
applied for all data sets. The aim of this comparative study
was to identify the most appropriate ANN paradigm,

PCA component plot of the data using "area under the curve" as featureFigure 3
PCA component plot of the data using "area under the curve" as feature.
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which can be trained with best accuracy, to predict the
"type of ENT infections" or in other words "type of ENT
bacteria".

7.1.1 MLP classifier
The most common neural network model is the multi-
layer perceptron (MLP). This type of neural network is
known as a supervised network because it requires a
desired output in order to learn. The goal of this type of
network is to create a model that correctly maps the input
to the output using historical data so that the model can
then be used to produce the output when the desired out-
put is unknown. A graphical representation of an MLP is
shown below in Figure 6.

7.1.2 RBF classifier
These networks have a static Gaussian function as the
nonlinearity for the hidden layer processing elements. The
Gaussian function responds only to a small region of the
input space around the Gaussian centered. The key to a
successful implementation of these networks is to find
suitable centres for the Gaussian functions. This can be
done with supervised learning, but an unsupervised

approach usually produces better results. For this reason,
NeuroSolutions implements RBF networks as a hybrid
supervised-unsupervised topology.

The simulation starts with the training of an unsupervised
layer. Its function is to derive the Gaussian centres and the
widths from the input data. These centres are encoded
within the weights of the unsupervised layer using com-
petitive learning. During the unsupervised learning, the
widths of the Gaussians are computed based on the cen-
tres of their neighbors. The output of this layer is derived
from the input data weighted by a Gaussian mixture.

Once the unsupervised layer has completed its training,
the supervised segment then sets the centres of Gaussian
functions (based on the weights of the unsupervised
layer) and determines the width (standard deviation) of
each Gaussian. Any supervised topology (such as a MLP)
may be used for the classification of the weighted input.

The advantage of the radial basis function network is that
it finds the input to output map using local approxima-
tors. Usually the supervised segment is simply a linear

PCA component plot of the data using "skewness" as featureFigure 4
PCA component plot of the data using "skewness" as feature.
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combination of the approximators. Since linear combin-
ers have few weights, these networks train extremely fast
and require fewer training samples. A graphical represen-
tation of an RBF is shown below in Figure 7.

7.1.3 PNN classifier
The PNN networks are variants of the radial basis function
(RBF) network. Unlike the standard RBF, the weights of
theses networks can be calculated analytically. In this case,
the number of cluster centers is by definition equal to the
number of exemplars, and they are all set to the same var-
iance.

7.2 "Maximum Probability Rule" based classification
The selection of a patient is done randomly from a large
collection of patients having a specific disease, so that the
collected samples can be treated as randomly drawn sam-
ples. Here we denote each sample as a unit "u", reflecting
one specific case of disease or in other word one specific
class of bacteria. Now the feature extracted from the sen-
sor response is treated as the observation vector Xu of unit

u. In our knowledge for each class we have some observa-
tion vectors (of dimension 18 × 1) of randomly selected
sample units from that class. We denoted the number of
units in a class in the knowledge by Ng when g represents
that specific class [1,28,29].

7.2.1 Basic idea: modeling of each class by a probability model
At the preliminary stage, we assign probability models to
each of the classes. We assume that if we draw random
samples from one class it will be selected from a fixed
probability distribution, which is specific for that class. In
general this means that the bacteria class has been mod-
eled with that probability distribution model. So we
assign a distribution to each of the classes. Assuming con-
tinuous probability models we specify a probability den-
sity function f(X/g) for class g.

7.2.3 Decision rule: maximum (Bayesian) probability rule
Baye's Rule: The posterior and prior probabilities of class
membership are related using typicality probability of
class by Baye's Rule in the following manner,

PCA component plot of the MRSA-MSSA data using "skewness" as featuresFigure 5
PCA component plot of the MRSA-MSSA data using "skewness" as features.
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So for classification purpose of a new unit of observation
u to any one of the classes, our decision rule becomes:

Assign unit u to class g if P(g/Xu) > P(h/Xu) for g ≠ h.

This is called the "Maximum Probability Rule".

Again k values of P(Xu/g) need to be determined for each
unit. Because the denominator in 1 is constant for all
class, the rule could more simply be based on the k values
of πg·f(Xu/g) and 1 can be stated equivalently as,

7.2.4 Assignment of probability model
The "Maximum Probability Rule" involving posterior
probability of class membership can be applied only if the
probability density functions of the distributions of the
classes are known [1,29].

Each class may be modeled by assigning a density func-
tion f(X/g). Our only knowledge about class g is the Ng
observation units of randomly drawn samples from class
g. There are many commonly used techniques of estimat-
ing f(X/g) from this knowledge. Commonly these meth-
ods are divided in two classes, parametric and non-
parametric ones.

Parametric approach: Specify a theoretical probability dis-

tributional model (X/g), assume that the data on hand

fit the model and estimate the model parameters  using

the data, and construct a rule using these estimates.
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Non-Parametric approach: Estimate the density values
directly from data with no prior model specification, and
construct a rule using these estimates.

We applied two significant methods from these two
classes for classification of our ENT data. In parametric
model multi-nominal model has been used, where in
non-parametric approaches our choice was for "kernel
density estimator". There are some other very successful
non-parametric methods, like k-NN classification rule. It
is true that the k-nn method is faster than kernel method.
But where the minimization of classification error is also
important then these two methods are equivalent when
number of sensors is too large.

7.3 Non-parametric approach
In this approach we do not assume any pre-specified the-
oretical parametric form of pdf of a distribution. So it is
also known as distribution-free method. There are four
major types of non-parametric pdf estimators: the histo-
gram, the kernel method, the k-nearest-neighbour
method, and the series method. But in this case we will
only use the kernel estimates of the pdf and a further
development of this method, generally portrayed as adap-
tive kernel estimators.

7.3.1 General kernel estimator based on Bayesian rule
In general the form of the kernel estimator is,

Imposing the conditions K(z) ≥ 0 and ∫K(z)dz = 1 on K,

then it is easy to see that  also satisfies (z) ≥ 0 and

∫ (z)dz = 1 so that  is a legitimate pdf. Using product

form of the kernel estimates we get,

Here the K is known as kernel function and  is

called the smoothing parameters for the g-th class.

In our practice we use the normal kernel functions and

take equal values for all  of g-th class, then our

estimator becomes

Here we estimated h values for each class g and denoted
them as hg.

7.3.2 Adaptive kernel estimator as IBC
A practical drawback of the kernel method of density esti-
mation is its inability to deal satisfactorily with the tails of
distributions without over smoothing the main part of the
density. The data have reasonable amount of outliers and
their densities are multimodal densities. So the general
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method smoothed the inner part of the density, where it
should not be due to the close overlapping of the data.
This pattern of the data speaks for a density estimator
which can sense small masses of probability and also a
robust one at the same time. From the kernel density
point of view, if the window function can be adopted
locally depending upon the local data, we can have the
optimum one. So here we used one of the popularly
known adaptive approaches, adaptive kernel method. In
this method another added local smoothing parameter
has been used with the global smoothing parameter. This
local one has been estimated from a pilot estimate of the
density. Previous works show that this method tackles the
tail probabilities excellently [1,28-30].

The adaptive kernel estimators will be,

where the Ng smoothing parameters hig (i = 1,......., Ng) are

based on some pilot estimate of the density (X/g). The

smoothing parameters hig are specified as hg aig, where hg is

a global smoothing parameter of a class and aig are local

smoothing parameters given by

where 

and (Xig/g) > 0 (i = 1,........, Ng), and where αg is the sen-

sitivity parameter satisfying 0 ≤ αg ≤ 1. In practical appli-

cation we assumed αg to be 0.5.

Here in our case we have taken the general kernel estima-

tor as the pilot estimate of the density (X/g).

Now plugging in these above estimates (Xu/g) in the

equation 2 we get,

Then the decision rule becomes,

Assign unit u to class g if qg· (Xu/g) > qh· (Xu/h) for g

≠ h.

when (Xu/g) will be different for these two methods.

In both of these kernel methods we have to estimate some
of the parameters, the window function h for each class.
To simplify the problem we assumed same window func-
tion for each class, as because in kernel method this win-
dows are smoothed again, so collective choice is not a bad
idea. We selected the smoothing parameters simultane-
ously by minimization of the cross-validated estimate of
the error of classification of the Baye's rule by plugging in
these kernel estimates of the group-conditional densities
from the knowledge.

It is pleasant to note that maximum probability rule is just
a basic concept about modeling, and decision making
rule. But it heavily depends upon the above described esti-
mation step which is the heart of the modeling process.
With the development of this estimation methods mode-
ling becomes much more flawless and the classification
technique becomes stronger. This phenomenon is noted
at the time of testing. Adaptive kernel method with its
superiority in estimation of tail probability gets an edge
over the other methods.

7. Classification performance of ANN
The three different bacteria data sets were analyzed using
three supervised ANN classifiers: the multilayer percep-
tron (MLP), probabilistic neural network (PNN), and
radial basis function (RBF) network paradigms. Training
of the neural networks was performed with 40% of the
data set. The remaining 60% of the data were used for test-
ing the neural networks. These percentages were selected
arbitrarily and were applied for all data sets. The aim of
this comparative study was to identify the most appropri-
ate ANN paradigm, which can be trained with best accu-
racy, to predict the type of ENT infections or, in other
words, the type of ENT bacteria [3,27].

7.1 Performance of MLP
A MLP network (with learning rate equal to 0.2 and a
momentum term equal to 0.3) with three 3–18 inputs, 2
hidden layers and 3 outputs neurons reached a success
rate of 75% in overall classification for three ENT bacteria.

7.2 Performance of RBF and PNN
Neurons were added to the network until the sum-
squared error fell beneath an error goal (0.000015) or a
maximum number of internal neurons was reached upto
50. It is important that the spread parameter should be
large enough so that the radial basis neurons respond to
overlapping regions of the input space, but not so large
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that all the neurons respond in essentially the same man-
ner. For both the networks, the spread parameter was set
to 1. PNN was able to correctly classify 85% of the
response vectors whereas the level of correct classification
in the RBF network was up to 92%.

8. IBC implementation and results
MATLAB [31] implementations have been performed to
evaluate these new IBC algorithms on hybrid sensor based
e-nose data. Novelty of these algorithms is that there is no
need for any supervised neural network training and very
rapid classification is performed. Representative basic
block diagram for the implemented unsupervised classifi-
cation system is shown in figure 8.

The best classification system we achieved is based on
'newly extracted feature based knowledge' and 'Adap-
tive Kernel Estimator'. Implemented Bayes classification
system was used to classify unknown bacterial samples
[1].

General Algorithm steps:

• Knowledge base creation based on multiple features.

• Modeling of the classes, by estimating the density func-
tions for these classes.

• New sample collected by experiment.

• Feature extraction and creation of observation vector
from sample.

• Calculation of the probability of the class membership
of this unit in those classes.

• Determine the class for which the above mentioned
probability is maximum.

• Final classification and decision.

The main novelty of this paper is that an innovative
knowledgebased Bayes classifier depending upon "Baye's
theorem" and "maximum probability rule" has been
investigated for these three groups of ENT bacteria. Two
different innovative feature extraction techniques, namely
'Kurtosis of the sensory signal', and 'Skewness of the
sensory signal', were developed and tested for the three
main bacteria data sets and two sub-strains. It is important
to note that there are several different feature extraction
techniques are available for e-nose sensory signal process-
ing. The reason behind the selection of these two new fea-
ture extraction approaches is that there was not enough
consistency in overall classification by considering the
most popular techniques, like, 'the difference between the

signal's peak and its baseline', 'the area beneath the curve',
'the area beneath the curve left of the peak', and 'the time
it takes for the signal to reach its peak'. And also these
popular feature extraction techniques based approached
produce significant overlapping between data clusters
(please see previous section).

For ENT bacteria identification problem, with these two
new extracted features and with Adaptive Kernel Estimator
we are able to achieve a great level of overall classification
consistency.

8.1 Classification performance of IBC
To check the ability of classification of IBC over the six dif-
ferent features (the difference between the signal's peak
and its baseline, the area beneath the curve; the area
beneath the curve left of the peak, the time it takes for the
signal to reach its peak, Skewness of the data and Kurtosis
of the data) we used the following two testing procedures.

8.1.1 Existing data manipulation method
Randomly we have taken out 20% of the feature points
from the existing knowledge base and tried to classify
them by considering the remaining 80% feature points in
knowledge base as the "present knowledge base". In this
way we have tried to classify all the data in the knowledge
base and noted the percentage of correct classification for
these different classes. Also we aimed to keep the consist-
ency of this testing method along with ANN based testing
methods. Advantage of this method is the tested data is
virtually behaving like an unknown data. Following this
approach we achieved 100% for the overall classification
of three species of bacteria, Escherichia coli (E. coli), Sta-
phylococcus aureus (S. aureus), and Pseudomonas aerugi-
nosa (P. aeruginosa) responsible for ear nose and throat
(ENT) infections.

In the next stage a sub-classification has been performed
using IBC for the classification of two different species of
S. aureus, namely MRSA and MSSA. In the later sub-classi-
fication problem we also achieved 100% rate of correct
classification. All percentages of classification study are
based on this our collected data sets at hospital.

8.1.2 Real data based method
To complete this study we decided to take a more realistic
approach for testing. So far our classification performance
testing was based on existing data sets which originally
had been used to develop the knowledgebase. To make
the validation of our IBC model in the hospital scenario,
we gathered a completely new set of total 60 new patients'
data who had infection from three species of bacteria, E.
coli, S. aureus (including MRSA and MSSA), and P. aeru-
ginosa.
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Kurtosis and Skewness of this unknown data set were
extracted as feature and the IBC was used to classify these
species of bacteria along with the existing knowledgebase.

Results from these new set of data (completely unknown
to our previously developed knowledgebase) were very
encouraging. The best results suggest that we are able to
identify and classify three bacteria main classes with up to
100% accuracy rate using IBC. We have also achieved
100% classification accuracy for the classification of
MRSA and MSSA samples with IBC.

8.2 Conclusion
From our results we can conclude following important
observations:

• The newly suggested Skewness of the data and Kurtosis
of the data features are giving all through better result than
the previously used feature in identification of some
classes and consistent in other cases.

• A comparative evaluation of the classifiers was con-
ducted for this application. IBC outperformed MLP
(75%), PNN (85%) and RBFN (92%). The best percentage
of IBC based correct classification is 100%.

• The nonparametric approaches are giving good results
but adaptive kernel method is all the way superior to
advanced ANN. It speaks for its more accuracy in estima-
tion of tail probabilities of the data distribution. There is
a steady increase in the percentage of correct classification
when we use IBC in the place of ANN.

• Good results from this study indicate the effectiveness of
Bay's maximum probability rule. So it has minimized the
total number of misclassification error.

Problem of suitable feature extraction from e-nose sen-
sory data is extensively addressed in this paper where two
innovative new scalar feature extraction approaches 'Kur-
tosis of the sensory data', and 'Skewness of the sensory

Representative basic block diagram for the implemented unsupervised Bayes classification system [1]Figure 8
Representative basic block diagram for the implemented unsupervised Bayes classification system [1].
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data' with the old ones as 'area under the curve of sensory
data' have been used for extracting representative data. It
is also proved that these new feature extraction techniques
are giving excellent result for class discrimination in these
cases as these methods have been tested on 430 patients'
data base. So it can be treated as a major achievement and
further research can be carried out in this line.

The kernel methods are the foundation stones of most sta-
tistically significant neural network method "Probabilistic
neural network". The adaptive kernel method, which is a
developed version of this kernel method, can also pro-
mote futher works in this direction. IBC could be a signif-
icant breakthrough in the field of sensory signal
processing of electronic nose technology.

We can conclude that this study proves that "maximum
probability rule" and adaptive kernel estimator based IBC
can provide very strong solution for identification and
very rapid detection of ENT infections in hospital environ-
ment.

8.3 Discussion
Identification and very rapid detection of ENT infections
in hospitals is the most challenging problem worldwide
to secure a safe and better hospital environment. Contam-
ination from ENT bacteria in hospital wards is so serious
that sometime it's affecting other patients, service nurses
and even doctors as well. For example around 40% of
cases of S. aureus in the UK are resistant to methicillin and
other antibiotics. These types of S. aureus tend to be more
common in hospital, because people are more susceptible
to infections when they are already unwell. From April to
September 2004, 3,519 NHS patients were infected with
MRSA. It is estimated that the NHS spends around £1 bil-
lion per annum on hospital-acquired infections including
MRSA.

At present hospitals use full pathological infustructure for
any patients with any type of infection. But long term sta-
tistics shows that only 30% of the total infected person are
having serious bacterial problem. So there is a need for
prioritization. E-nose technology based on IASSP method
could be used as a quick screening system to priorities
which patients or healthcare workers need more rigorous
testing.

With this new electronic nose based technology at least we
will be able to exclude 70% of the population of the
patients that would be a bonus in terms of the number of
people you would want to screen further. Early exclusion
of 70% of total patient (who are not suffering from seri-
ous ENT infections) would be extremely cost effective, it
would be time saving and effectively we will be using less
pathological infustructure. This will help us to make a

rapid decision and care we would be able to provide much
better care that really need it.

9. Appendix
9.1. Skewness of the data

Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the data
around the sample mean. If skewness is negative, the data
are spread out more to the left of the mean than to the
right. If skewness is positive, the data are spread out more
to the right. The skewness of the normal distribution (or
any perfectly symmetric distribution) is zero. The skew-

ness of a distribution is defined as, , where

μ is the mean of x, and σ is the standard deviation of x,
and E(t) represents the expected value of the quantity t.

9.2. Kurtosis of the data

Kurtosis is a measure of how outlier-prone a distribution
is. The kurtosis of the normal distribution is 3. Distribu-
tions that are more outlier-prone than the normal distri-
bution have kurtosis greater than 3; distributions that are
less outlier-prone have kurtosis less than 3. The kurtosis of

a distribution is defined as,  where μ is the

mean of x, σ is the standard deviation of x, and E(t) repre-
sents the expected value of the quantity t.

9.3. Typicality probability
Now P(X/g) denotes the probability that a randomly
selected unit has a profile close to X given that the unit is
a member of class g, and to be noted that P(X/g) is, in
limit, proportional to f(X/g).

9.4. Prior probability of class membership
πg is used to denote the "prior probability" of membership
in class g, "prior" in the sense that this is a probability of
class membership before Xu is known.

9.5. Posterior probability of class membership
The probability denoted by P(g/Xu) is the probability of
unit u belonging to group g, given that the unit has a par-
ticular observation vector Xu, is called the "posterior prob-
ability".
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